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PEAK PREDICT, WHAT IS IT ?
E-commerce and, more recently COVID 19, have disrupted traditional dynamics in the last mile. Never
before has it been so important for merchants and carriers alike to be able to pre-plan for future
volume demand.
Last Mile Experts has teamed up with UPIDO to create Last Mile Analysis, a specialist data source for all
things last mile.
One of our first unique initiatives is Peak Predict© which, as the name suggests, allows you to predict
and plan for future volumes, well before they happen.
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PEAK PREDICT: MAIN USE CASES
Monitoring new online consumption expectations for the end-of-the-year peak.
Continually learning from a peak delivery network capacity management perspective for the
rest of the year and beyond.
Dynamically adjusting internal predictions and planning with external related indicators.
Saving costs with better predictive planning.
Earning extra revenue with better predictive customer experience.
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PEAK PREDICT 2021 PRIME DAY MODEL
As our first initiative, we have built an Amazon Prime Day predictive
model covering:
10 countries and with 90% predictive accuracy,
allowing you to plan for the impact of Amazon Prime Day on parcel
volumes.
A sample of our results is made available in the following slides.
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AMAZON: 2021 PRIME DAY INDICATORS AND PREDICTIONS
Our analysis includes:
Peak Predict Amazon World Index
•
•

Historical growth performance for past years
Predictive growth performance for 2021

Countries with the highest year-on-year Amazon growth rate in 2020?
•
•

Compared with the same period in 2019
Compared with Prime Day in 2019

Countries with the highest predicted Amazon growth rate in 2021?
•
•
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Compared with the same period in 2020
Compared with Prime Day in 2020
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AMAZON: 2021 PRIME DAY INDICATORS AND PREDICTIONS
Amazon will not beat all its
Prime Day records this year.
After slowing down over the
course of spring, online
shopping will nevertheless
benefit from a boost at at time
of shifting consumption
priorities (e.g. restaurants and
travel) and preferences
(partial come-back to physical
shops) as Covid-19 restrictions
are progressively lifted in a
number of countries.
Slight declines in transactions
levels can be expected to be
compensated by higher
average spent per transaction.
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AMAZON: 2021 PRIME DAY INDICATORS AND PREDICTIONS
Last year most countries grew
at over 20% during Prime Day
2020 this is not likely to be
achived in 2021.
Canada, The Netherlands and
Germany will top Prime Day
growth compared with the
same period in 2020.
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AMAZON: 2021 PRIME DAY INDICATORS AND PREDICTIONS
In 2021, most countries will
experience only moderate
dynamics in sales volumes
compared to 2020.
Spain, Canada and the United
Kingdom were topping Prime Day
sales volumes growth in 2020
compared with Prime Day in 2019.
The Netherlands, United States,
Canada and Germany will be the
most resilient markets.
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PARCELS: PRIME DAY INDICATORS AND PREDICTIONS
10 Amazon Prime countries analyzed in North America and Europe.
What countries with the highest year-on-year B2C parcel growth rate in 2020?
•
•

Compared with the same period in 2019
Compared with Prime Day in 2019

What countries with the highest predicted B2C parcel growth rate in 2021?
•
•
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Compared with Prime Day in 2020
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PARCELS: PRIME DAY INDICATORS AND PREDICTIONS
Most Amazon Prime countries will
see their B2C parcel volumes growth
slown down significantly or even be
non-existant.
During Prime Day 2020, Spain, the
United States and the United
Kingdom led B2C parcel volume
growth compared with the same
period in 2019.
During Prime Day 2021, only the
Luxembourg and Germany are
expected to grow significantly
compared with the same period in
2019.
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PARCELS: PRIME DAY INDICATORS AND PREDICTIONS
Similar trends can be observed
when comparing B2C parcel
volumes growth for Prime Day
2020 and predicted growth
rates for Prime Day 2021.
Most predicted B2C parcel
volumes growth rates are
below 10% comparing
volumes during one event
with the previous event.
Canada, the Luxembourg and
Italy seem to have the better
B2C parcel volumes growth
prospects for Prime Day 2021.
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WHY YOU NEED PEAK PREDICT
Good predictive data will lead to:
• better planning and capacity
• cost saving
• better customer experience.
Invite your colleagues to sign up for our free Amazon Prime Day report here to see what
Peak Predict could do for your company:

Peak Predict
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More to come.
Follow us on
LinkedIn:
 Last Mile Experts
 UPIDO
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